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An approach to Modernizing Voter Registration
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 Almost everyone interfaces with 
government on a regular basis.  

When citizens interact with a unit 
of  government, the information 
should be shared and used for voter 
registration purposes 

Sharing data digitally reduces the 
burden on voters and government 
offices

First: Use Most Government 
Transactions



 In state moves are quickly accounted 
for;  Out of  state moves are not

There are statewide voter databases.  
There is not a national database 

There are semi-national 
collaboration efforts: ERIC & 
The Interstate Crosscheck

Value: more quickly clear the rolls 
of  voters who have moved or passed

Second: Share Data Between 
States



 For those who aren’t picked up 
through other efforts, make sure no 
voter falls through the gaps

Election Day Registration, made 
manageable with the other efforts 
here

Fully-utilize NCOA data for           
re-registration/update purposes

Pre-register people when they first 
start interacting independently with 
government at age 16

Third: Fill in Any Gaps



The Problem and the Opportunity

 Problem: People want to vote but can’t 
because of  registration problems

The current model is inefficient 

The current model is burdensome on 
administrators and some voters

Opportunity: Because registration 
data can be passed digitally, and 
nearly everyone interacts with 
government somewhere, a confluence 
of  technology and demand offers a 
great opportunity for reform



Voters think they are registered when they are not.

In November 2012 Presidential Election:

 8,000 Suburban Cook County residents tried 
to vote, but their provisional ballot was 
rejected

 Statewide, that number was nearly 30,000

 Most were not registered or were registered at 
a different address

Problem: Many People Try to Vote 
But Hit Registration Roadblocks



Cook County Illinois: Rejected 
Provisional Ballots by Precinct

November 2012 
Presidential 
Election



Mobile Society

Moving In
From a different county:
50,000

From a different state:
86,000

From abroad:
37,000

Moving Out
To a different county:

94,000

To a different state:
131,000

Within 
Cook County:

550,000



In a mobile society, people are constantly 
moving in and out of  the voter pool. 

 Low-income (21% move each year)

 African-American (15%)

 Hispanic (13.9%)

Impact Hits Certain Demographic 
Groups



An Inefficient, Burdensome Model 
for Administrators

 Voter and third party interest is cyclical.  That life cycle 
has burdens that become acute just before presidential 
elections. 

 Voter interest may or may not be our concern as 
administrators.  Making sure voters can express it, 
when they have it, absolutely is.

 More errors, headaches & money. 
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 Paperless online voter registration makes it simple to 
use nearly any government transaction to update a 
voter registration record or register a new voter

 Allowing voter credentialing without the need for a 
wet signature changes the structure

Collect cleaner, faster voter registration information 
with less manual data entry

FIRST: Government Registration -
Online Voter Registration is the 
Launching Pad 



Low Hanging Fruit: The Largest 
Government Agency Doing 
Business with Voters
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Motor Vehicles (SOS) = Largest Registrar

11,000,000 License Plate Transactions

2,000,000 License/ID Transactions

2008 
SOS Registrations

829,546

2010 
SOS Registrations

655,019

2012 
SOS Registrations

808,272



Agency registrations are often flawed.

 Missing signature, driver’s license or State ID 
number

 Illegible handwriting, old forms, duplicates

Mismatch between population served and registrations

 Suburban Cook adult population using social 
service agencies = 250,000*

 Suburban Cook agency registrations = 2,000

* Estimated based on statewide figures provided 
b DHS

Agency Registration Problems and 
Opportunities



Other agencies that could provide 
registration updates or data

 Employment Security

 Firearm Licensing

 Department of  Revenue

 Vital Records 

Agency Registration NEW
Opportunities



 Interstate Voter Crosscheck (Illinois is a current 
participant)

 ERIC = Electronic Registration Information Center 
Project (Illinois is considering joining)

 The Statewide Voter Databases built over the past 
ten year have dramatically helped counties and 
other election authorities keep better lists.

Reducing the “Deadwood Carry Time”

 State to state comparison can jumpstart the 
cleaning process and is the obvious next step in 
keeping clean, inclusive rolls

SECOND: Share Data with Other 
States



 ERIC is a state-run, self-governing body that helps make 
sure voter’s are not on multiple state’s list & helps states 
identify eligible but unregistered citizens.

 States share data up to ERIC.  ERIC then compares 
voter rolls, limited information from motor vehicles, 
USPS and Social Security data and  in return issues 
reports back to states identify potential…

 In-State Mover’s, Cross-state Movers, Deceased, In-
state Duplicates, and Eligible but Unregistered.

 Recent reports to the ERIC board of  Director’s indicates 
that the matching algorithm is proving more effective 
than member states prior attempts at the same 
identification of  voters. 

ERIC: Why it is Valuable



 Expand National Change of  Address update 
capability

• We use NCOA data to update addresses of  voters 
who moved within Cook County

• We want to expand to see all NCOA data for 
Illinois voters who move in or out of  Cook County

 16-year-old pre-registration

• Hawaii, Florida, Maryland, North Carolina, 
and Rhode Island

 Election Day Registration

• 11 states now

THIRD: Fill Gaps
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 Looking at Modernization in Illinois has 
forced us to look at what we do today and 
reinvigorate existing partnerships

 State Board of  Election, Motor Vehicles 
Department, Government Agencies under 
the Governor’s control

 We are already seeing results simply by 
bringing attention to the problems and 
opportunities

 Even without full integration of  systems –
we can improve this process.

Short-Term Efforts at 
Coordination Proving Fruitful



 We run not only elections  but manage the 
Birth, Death and Marriage Records for 6 
million residents.  Are we harnessing those 
transactions?

 We found that by informing people of  
their current status we boosted 
registrations by orders of  magnitude.

Do you want to Register? 

Vs.

You  are not registered at that address, we 
can take care of  that right now if  you like.

Modernizing Our Own Office


